
T he Santa Clara 
River is the last 
major wild river in 
Southern 

California. It originates in 
Aliso Canyon in Acton, 
terminating 84 miles later at 
McGrath State Beach estuary. 
This amazing resource is 99% 
privately owned.  

California has lost 95% of its 
wetlands mostly to urban 
development and farms. The Santa 
Clara River’s wetland 
communities, composed mainly of 
willow and cottonwood, support 
the greatest diversity of wildlife in 
the western United States. The 
river is home to 12 federally endangered species plus 
another 25 species of special concern. Furthermore, these 

wetlands constitute a primary wildlife corridor 
linking the Santa Susana Mountains, Los 
Padres National Forest and Angeles National 
Forest. 

The Santa Clara River feeds aquifers that 
supply Santa Clarita, Piru, Fillmore and Santa 
Paula with increasingly scarce water. 
Providing roughly half the current water 
supply of the Santa Clarita Valley, this 
precious resource is under threat of toxic 
contamination.  
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Please help save our water supply from toxic contamination! 
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T he goal of the 
Greenway 
Campaign is to 
bring the full 500-

year flood plain of the Santa 
Clara River from Fillmore to 
Acton into public ownership 
and protection.  

Due to widespread reckless 
development and urban 
sprawl, this precious resource 
is under attack and may 

disappear altogether as a wild river within our 
lifetime.    

The Santa Clara River is the main geographic and 
environmental feature in the Santa Clarita area.  Major 
threats to the integrity of the river include the 
proposed Newhall Ranch Project and the TMC 
aggregate mine.  The Santa Clara River Greenway 
Campaign is being launched to save the Santa Clara 
River while there is still time. 
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Ä The river is a precious water 
resource. Both the quantity and 
quality of water it can deliver 
are being challenged by unwise 
development practices. 

Ä The river is unique habitat 
for hundreds of species of 
animals and plants, many 
endangered or threatened. It 
provides a  natural corridor for 
migrating and foraging 
wildlife. 

Ä The river represents vital open space, an amenity 
which is rapidly disappearing and can never be 
brought back. An intact River greenway also bolsters 
regional property values 

Ä The river supports one of the richest agricultural 
regions in the world. The silt carried by the Santa 
Clara River allows for continual intensive high-yield 
farming in the Oxnard plain. This silt would be 
significantly reduced by constricting the river. 

Even in places where there appears to be no surface 
flow, water is always moving through the 
underground alluvial aquifer, achieving a maximum 
depth of 200 feet near Saugus. This alluvium is 
estimated to be able to sustain a withdrawal rate of  
about 30,000 acre/ft per year or enough for 30,000 
homes, critical to the needs of our local residents.   
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Contact Henry Schultz  

Santa Clarita Sierra Club 
henry50@pacbell.net  

or (661) 284-5613 
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Sierra Club 
 Angeles Chapter 
3435 Wilshire Blvd.,  
Suite 320 
Los Angeles, CA 90010-1904 
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• Runaway sprawl — dozens of  
housing projects, such as the 
proposed Newhall Ranch. 
Building into the 500 year flood 
plain can do serious damage — 
restricting flow, removing 
critical wildlife habitat 
corridors, reducing groundwater 
percolation and eliminating 
badly needed open space.  

 

• Overdraft of the alluvial aquifer and contamination 
of the local water supply with toxic substances. 

• Aggregate mining such as the proposed TMC mine. 

• Excessive brush clearance within the floodplain. 
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Contact Henry Schultz of the Santa Clarita Sierra 
Club at henry50@pacbell.net or (661) 284-5613. 
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